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Abstract 
 
Individuals such as Construction Practitioners (CPs) are the focal point of Knowledge Sharing (KS). KS plays a cardinal role in knowledge management 
(KM). Literature has shown that KS success is largely driven by individual level variables such as attitude. Studies on KS largely neglect the individual level 
variables e.g., perception, motivation and attitude. Hence, there is a lack of knowledge on the influence of the determinants of attitude on Construction 
Practitioners’ (CPs’) KS attitude. This indicates lack of understanding about the knowledge sharing attitudes of CPs and the factors that influence their 
willingness to share knowledge. This knowledge gap hinders the development of effective strategies and interventions to enhance knowledge sharing 
practices and ultimately improve project outcomes in the Nigerian construction industry. Therefore, this study aimed at assessing the influence of the 
determinants of attitude on CPs KS Attitude in construction projects with a view to improving knowledge sharing among CPs. The determinants of KS 
Attitude and their components were identified from literature and were used to conduct a survey to assess the CPs KS Attitude. Quantitative method was 
adopted for this research and the data was collected using structured questionnaires administered to 174 Construction practitioners using Stratified Random 
Sampling. Data was analysed using Structural Equation Modelling. The study identified six determinants of KS attitude with four independent (perceiver, 
target, intensity and persistence) and two dependents (cognitive and affective). It was found out that the CPs perceiver, target, intensity and persistence as 
determinants of KS has influence on KS attitude. The findings proved a high significant influence between measures of CPs’ motivation (intensity and 
persistence) KS attitude compared to measures of their perception (perceiver and target) and the strongest influence is between CPs intensity and their 
cognitive. The study concludes that CPs as the perceivers and KS as what is been perceived (target) do not affect CPs Knowledge Sharing Attitude, instead 
intensity and persistence (motivation) does. The study provides empirical insights into knowledge-sharing attitudes among construction practitioners in 
Nigeria which enriches the academic literature and advanced theoretical understanding of collaboration in construction projects. The findings also provide 
valuable insights for construction practitioners, project managers and policy makers in Nigeria by highlighting the current attitudes towards knowledge 
sharing within the industry. 
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¢1.0 INTRODUCTION  
 
Knowledge Sharing (KS) plays a cardinal role in knowledge management (KM). It is recognised as one of the most crucial aspects of 
knowledge management (Chandran and Alammari, 2021; Issa and Haddad, 2008). The sharing of knowledge leads to better performance 
of organisations. Tserng and Lin (2004) identified that Knowledge sharing helps construction organisations to promote innovation, 
facilitate experience reuse, enhance the effectiveness of training, improve the effectiveness of job, increase intelligent assets, and decrease 
repetitive problems. Organisations that practice knowledge sharing have successful knowledge management initiatives (Seokyon, 2022; 
Wang and Noe 2010). Managers in organisations also improve organisational performance by enhancing knowledge sharing among 
members (Seokyon, 2022; Wang et al., 2014). Love, Huang, Edwards and Irani (2005) agreed that KS leads to better performance of 
construction projects. Organisations in the construction sector can also enhance their decision- making process (DPM) by practicing 
knowledge management activities such as knowledge sharing (Abuezhayeh, Ruddock and Shehabat, 2022). 

There are several issues surrounding KS and quite a number of these issues revolve around five aspects, namely: concept, enablers, 
implementation, practice and processes (Chedid, Alvelos and Teixeira, 2022; Frost, 2014; Wang, and Meng, 2018; Aiken, 2016 and 
Appiah, 2014). Past research has worked on the implementation aspect of KS and channeled the effort on barriers and facilitators to 
successful KS implementation (Chedid, Alvelos and Teixeira, 2022; Frost, 2014 and Wang, and Meng, 2018), models for the 
implementation of KS (Ahmad,2010), Leadership and Motivation (Chedid, et al., 2022; Chi, Lan, and Dorjgotov (2012). Whilst some 
research focused on best practices, KS and firm performance (Aiken, 2016 and Appiah, 2014). Others examine KS capabilities and KS 
practices in different part of the world, e.g. China and Ghana. 
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Another area that Researchers have worked on is KS Enablers and they worked on KS capabilities including KS capabilities and 
Firm’s performance, KS and knowledge effectiveness, KS capabilities and adoption of KS concepts, enablers for KS such organisational 
culture (Javaid, Soroya and Mahmood, 2020; Chandran and Alammari, 2021). Research about KS processes and determinants have 
discussed the antecedents of KS (Nazeem and Mukherjee, 2016). Amongst studies that looked at knowledge creation is (Hao and Xianhai, 
2018), knowledge sharing (Issa and Haddad, 2008; Cummings, 2004; Wang and Noe, 2010 and Wang et al., 2014). 

Several problems were addressed by researchers such as enabling factors for successful knowledge sharing and influence of factors on 
knowledge sharing. The studies that have been carried out on knowledge sharing enablers focuses on culture, management support, etc. 
(Javaid, et al., 2020; Chandran and Alammari, 2021; Alavi et al., 2005, Chakravorti, 2011; Rai, 2011 and Saifi, 2015), without much focus 
on people. I.e. studies on KS largely neglects the individual level variables such as perception, motivation and attitude.  

However, generic literature has shown that KS success is largely driven by individual level variables e.g. attitude (Chedid et al., 2022; 
Javaid et al., 2020; Sanboskani, Kiomjian and Srour, 2020; Zabidin, Belayutham, and Che Ibrahim, 2023; Rowley and Fullwood, 2017). 
Behaviours exhibited by individuals such as motivation, perception and Attitude are known to affect task performance (Robbins and Judge, 
2017), in this case, knowledge sharing, and attitude is dependent on process at the individual level of analysis.  

Despite what researchers are doing on knowledge sharing, little or no improvement was report ed on people aspect of knowledge 
sharing. People (construction practitioners included) are the focal point of knowledge sharing, yet little is known about these individuals 
and that needs to be researched on. Hence, there is a lack of knowledge on Construction Practitioner’s (CPs) KS attitude, it’s determinants 
and the interactions between them. By that it shows lack of understanding about the knowledge sharing attitudes of construction 
practitioners and the factors that influence their willingness to share knowledge. i.e., we do not know how those things affect knowledge 
sharing. This knowledge gap hinders the development of effective strategies and interventions to enhance knowledge sharing practices and 
ultimately improve project outcomes in the Nigerian construction industry. Assessing the Construction Practitioners’ Knowledge Sharing 
Attitude in Construction Projects  will reveal results that would inform organisations about the perception and motivation level as well as 
the attitude of construction practitioners toward sharing of knowledge and the results will  yield benefits which include that: Members of 
the project organisation would have a better understanding  of their attitude to KS and the projects Organisations would have a better 
knowledge as to where to improve in order to enhance the KS attitude of the team members in the organisation. The next section of this 
paper is the literature review, followed by the research methodology which outline how the study was conducted. After the methodology is 
the result section, which was succeeded by the conclusion and recommendation parts, after which an acknowledgement was given and 
finally the reference section.  
 
 
¢2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1  Knowledge sharing in construction 
 
In the construction sector, most knowledge is implicit rather than explicit, and sharing this knowledge is essential to improving project 
performance. A wide range of human characteristics, including behavior, attitude, skills, experience, interpersonal contact, and interaction, 
have a significant impact on implicit knowledge sharing (Tahir et al., 2021). A study by Shi, et al (2022) examine the role of knowledge 
sharing among member enterprises between collaborative innovation activities and innovation performance and between building 
information modelling (BIM) application and innovation performance in the construction supply chain found that explicit and tacit 
knowledge sharing as well as innovation performance were positively impacted by collaborative innovation activities in the building 
supply chain. The adoption of BIM improved innovation performance and explicit knowledge sharing, but it had no appreciable effect on 
implicit knowledge sharing.  While tacit information sharing improved organizational performance, explicit knowledge sharing had no 
beneficial influence on innovation performance. A study by (Senaratne, et al., 2023) identified knowledge sharing processes within social 
networks in construction organisation using social network analysis (SNA) and found that networks portraying relational social capital 
dimension are the strongest ties 

The implementation of Knowledge Sharing (KS) has been the focus of research and various aspects such as models for KS 
implementation has been developed, leadership and motivation for successful implementation (Chedid, et al., 2022; Chi, Lan and 
Dorjgotov, 2012, and Ahmad, 2010) and barriers and facilitators to successful KS implementation (Chedid, Alvelos and Teixeira, 2022; 
Frost, 2014 and Wang, and Meng, 2018). While some studies that examined practices concentrated on firm performance, KS, and best 
practices (Aiken, 2016 and Appiah, 2014). Others look at KS practices and skills in other parts of the world, such as Ghana and China. 
Researchers have also focused on KS enablers, KS capabilities, organization culture, KS and knowledge effectiveness, KS capabilities and 
adoption of KS concepts, and KS capabilities and firm performance (Javaid, Soroya and Mahmood, 2020; Chandran and Alammari, 2021). 
Haider, Zubair, Tehseen, Iqbal, and Sohail (2023). Lastly, research about KS processes and determinants have discussed the antecedents of 
KS (Nazeem and Mukherjee, 2016). Amongst studies that looked at knowledge creation is (Hao and Xianhai, 2018), knowledge sharing 
(Tahir et al., 2021; Shi et al., 2022 and Senaratne, et al., 2023) 

 
2.2  Antecedents of Knowledge Sharing  
 
A review of the literature shows that studies on KS focused on KS at (1) individual level (Chedid et al., 2022; Javaid et al., 2020; Rowley 
and Fullwood, 2017), (2) group, team or unit level (Imam and Zaheer, 2021; Kmieciak, 2021; Tiwari, 2022), and (3) organisational level 
(Javaid et al., 2020; Nguyen, 2021; Anand et al., 2021; Garcia et al., 2022). These studies come from a variety of disciplines such as 
information systems, organisation theory, sociology, psychology and social psychology. However, as a starting point for exploring KS in 
an organisation, this research focuses more on factors related to individual level, as mentioned earlier that KS originates from individual 
organisational member. Drawing on the summary of literature, four major factors at individual level are identified as important to KS in 
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organisations, namely self-efficacy, organisation commitment, interpersonal trust and attitude (Yang and Xu, 2021; Samboskani and Srour, 
202; Fauzi et al., 2023).  
 
2.3  Attitude 
 
Individual members in organisations are different and have different value systems. Such a value system can provide insights into one’s 
attitude. According to Schermerhorn (2008, p. 379), an attitude is “a predisposition to act in a certain way toward people and things in 
one’s environment”. A similar definition can be found from Robbins and Judge (2017) that attitudes are evaluative statements either 
favourable or unfavourable concerning objects, people, or events. They reflect how one feels about something. There are three components 
in understanding attitude, namely, cognitive, affective or emotional and behavioural (Robbins and Judge, 2017; Schermerhorn, 2008). 
From an organizational behaviour perspective, attitude influence people’s behaviour and influence how they interact with other 
organisational members. 

Research by Lavanya (2012) posited attitude as one of the individual determinants in the study on antecedents of KS. Support is also 
gained from other literature such as Zhang and Ng’s (2012); Chedid et al., (2022); Javaid et al., (2020) and Sanboskani et al., (2020). Study 
on KS in construction teams and Thanos et al.’s (2013) study on KS in employee weblogs. Both studies reveal that attitude towards KS 
significantly determined the intention to share knowledge, which then determines KS behaviour. Therefore, it is expected that the higher 
the level of favourable attitude towards KS, the higher the level of interpersonal KS in organisations. Hence, the Robins and Judge (2013) 
model of organisational behaviour has a little difference from the normal theories/ models that exists such as the Theory of Planned 
Behaviour (TPB) and the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA). The model forms the basis of this research work. 

 
2.4  Organisational Behaviour Model 
 
Several models have been used to study Knowledge Sharing Behaviours. Some of the models are Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) by 
(Ajzen, 1991) and Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) by (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980), and Organisational Behaviour Model (OB Model) by 
Robbins and Coulter (2013) Organizational behaviour is an applied behavioural science built on contributions from a number of 
behavioural disciplines, mainly psychology and social psychology, sociology, and anthropology. Psychology’s contributions have been 
mainly at the individual or micro level of analysis, while the other disciplines have contributed to our understanding of macro concepts 
such as group processes and organization.  

Using the Organisational behaviour model in Robbins and Judge (2013), attributes exhibited by individuals affects their task 
performance, in this case knowledge sharing. There are Three proposed variables in OB model (Input, Processes and outcomes) at Three 
levels of analysis (Individual, Group and Organisational). The model proceeds from left to right, with inputs by the left leading to 
processes at the middle and processes leading to outcomes. Notice that the model also shows that outcomes can influence inputs in the 
future. From the model, it could be seen that attitude is influenced by four processes, namely: perceptions, motivation, moods and 
emotions. This work considered only two attributes in the process’s variable of the organisational behavior model (i.e Perception and 
Motivation) for time restriction and also due to the fact that perceptions are meant to be affected by individuals’ mood, in order word., a 
person’s mood makes up the perceiver which is part of makes up perception, so when we study perception, it is as though moods have been 
taken care of. However, individuals’ perception and level of motivation is meant to affect their decision making (Robbins and Judge, 
2017). Therefore, for the purpose of this study, the antecedents of decision making becomes more relevant to study rather than decision 
making itself.  
 
2.4.1  Perception 
 
Schacter, Gilbert, and Wenger, (2009) defined Perception as the organisation, identification, and interpretation of a sensation in order to 
form a mental representation (emphasis in original). 

Perception is a process by which individuals organise and interpret their sensory impressions in order to give meaning to their 
environment (Robbins and Judge 2013). Robbins and Judge, (2013) also argued that what is been perceived can be substantially different 
from objective reality. Perception is important in studying behaviour (KS) because people’s behavior is based on their perception of what 
reality is, not on reality itself. In this sense, perception has three components which are Perceiver, Situation and Target and are referred to 
as factors that influences perception (Robbins and Judge, 2013). Factors by the perceiver and Target are what is been considered in this 
research. Such items like Knowledge self –efficacy, perceived enjoyment in helping others, etc. 
 

i. H1: Perceiver’s perception has a significant influence on cognitive component of attitude. 
ii. H2: Perceiver’s perception has a significant influence on affective component of attitude. 
iii. H3: Target’s part of perception has a significant influence on cognitive component of attitude.   
iv. H4: Target’s part of perception has a significant influence on affective component of attitude. 

 
2.4.2  Motivation 
 
Luthan (1998) defines motivation as, a way that begins with a physiological deficiency or need which leads to a given behaviour or action 
to satisfy a goal. Motivation is also defined as the processes that account for an individual’s intensity, direction, and persistence of effort 
toward attaining a goal (Robbins and Judge, 2013). In their definition, there are three key elements that makes up motivation. They are 
intensity, direction and persistence. Intensity describes how hard a person tries and it is the element most of us focus on when we talk 
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about motivation. However, it is unlikely that intensity alone will lead to favourable job performance outcomes unless the effort is 
channelled in a direction that benefits the organisation.  

Therefore, both quality of the effort as well as its intensity is considered. For motivation to be high, Effort directed toward, and 
consistent with, the organisation’s goals are the kind of effort that should be sought. Moreover, motivation has a persistence dimension 
which measures how long a person can maintain effort. Motivated individuals stay with a task long enough to achieve their goal. Chedid et 
al. (2022) identified motivation to positively affect knowledge sharing attitude. Chennamaneni et al. (2012) found that individuals 
contribute to their knowledge because they feel good about helping others and feel that knowledge sharing is important and won’t take 
anything away of them (Samboskani, et al., 2020). Expected contribution and intrinsic reward were also found affect knowledge sharing 
attitude (Alice et al., 2022). Thus: - 
 

v. H5: Intensity element of motivation has a significant influence on cognitive component of attitude. 
vi. H6: Intensity element of motivation has a significant influence on affective component of attitude. 
vii. H7: Persistence element of motivation has a significant influence on cognitive component of attitude. 
viii. H8: Persistence element of motivation has a significant influence on affective component of attitude 

 
2.4.3  Attitude 
 
An attitude is a person's relatively enduring affective orientation for an object (Oliver, 1981). According to Ajzen and Fishbein’s (1980) 
theory of reasoned action (TRA) a person's attitude toward a behaviour is determined by a set of salient beliefs about certain outcomes 
caused by the behaviours and the corresponding evaluation on the outcomes A person’s attitude towards an object or a behaviour is a 
function of the strength of their beliefs about the object or behaviour and the evaluative responses associated with each of those beliefs 
(Welschen, Tadorawa and Mills, 2012).  Robbins and Judge (2013) defined attitude as evaluative statements either favourable or 
unfavourable concerning objects, people, or events. They reflect how one feels about something. They also outlined that there are three 
components in understanding attitude, namely, cognitive, affective or emotional and behavioural. From an organizational behaviour 
perspective, attitude influence people’s behaviour and influence how they interact with other organisational members. 

To explain the three components of an attitude, the cognitive component is a description of or belief in the way things are. The 
cognitive is the opinion or belief segment of an attitude and it sets the stage for the more critical part of an attitude, that is the affective 
component. Affect is the emotional or feeling segment of an attitude and is reflected in the statement. Finally, affect can lead to 
behavioural outcomes. The behavioural component of an attitude describes an intention to behave in a certain way toward someone or 
something. 
 
2.5  Research Model  
 
There are three proposed variables in OB model (input, processes and outcomes) at three levels of analysis (individuals, group and 
organisational). The model proceeds from left to right, with input by the left, leading to processes at the middle and processes leading to 
outcomes. The model also shows that outcomes can influence inputs in the future. Form the model, it could be seen that Attitude is 
influenced by four processes, namely: perceptions, motivation, moods and emotions. This work considered only two attributes in the 
process’s variable of the organisational behaviour model (i.e. Perception and Motivation). Perception and motivation have components that 
makes them up as well. There are three key elements that makes up motivation, they are: Intensity, direction and persistence. This study 
considered only two of the components (intensity and persistence). For perception, the three components are: perceiver, situation and 
target, and this study also considered two of the elements which include perceiver and target. Finally for attitude, the three components of 
understanding an attitude are cognitive, Affective or emotional and behavioural., the study also considered two components (cognitive and 
affective). 
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Figure 1  Theoretical Model of the Research 

 
¢3.0 METHODOLOGY 
 
This study adopted a quantitative research approach. Quantitative approach was used because of the advantages it has over other 
approaches, like being practical, measuring incidence of various views, opinions in a chosen sample, and quantifying of data and make the 
result general from a sample to the interest of the population. A total of six latent variables (perceiver, target, intensity, persistence, 
cognitive and affective) were identified through literature. The latent variables were broken down into measurable factors that represent 
each of the latent variable. A total of 24 indicators were identified and assessed through questionnaire survey. The questionnaire was 
administered to 174 construction practitioners in Abuja, Kaduna and Lagos. Some of the construction Practitioners answered the survey 
online (via the use of Google forms). The states were selected because most construction firms and Practitioners are predominant there in 
Nigeria. Thus, Oyowole (2019) reported that Lagos state is one of the most populated; economically sound and vibrant; and the main nerve 
Centre of construction activities in the southwest region of Nigeria.  

The questionnaire for this research was divided in to Three sections. Sections A, B and C. Section A which asks the respondents 
information about Perception and Motivation. The first part seeks information about the respondents’ perception of KS and asked the 
respondent to kindly indicate the extent they Agree or disagree to the statements provided using the scales: SD “Strongly Disagree”, DL 
“Disagree to a lesser extent”, ND “Neither agree nor disagree”, AL “Agree to a lesser extent” and SA “Strongly agree”. The second part 
seeks information about Motivation and the respondents were asked to the extent to which the listed statements describe them using the 
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scales VU “Very untrue of me”, UL “Untrue of me to a lesser extent”, NU “Neither untrue/true, TL “True of me to a lesser extent” and VT 
“Very true of me”. Section B seeks information about Knowledge Sharing Attitude and asks the respondents to kindly indicate the extent 
each of the statements describes them or their belief, using the scales: VU “Very untrue of me”, UL “Untrue of me to a lesser extent”, NU 
“Neither untrue/true”, TL “True of me to a lesser extent” and VT “Very true of me”. Section C gathered general information which was 
also subdivided into Background information about the respondent which include profession, employment and position in their firm. The 
other subdivision asks information about project and project organisation asking questions like type of project, time spent in the project 
organisation, service provided, members of the project organisation, etc.  

The questionnaire was designed in a closed ended pattern because all the questions were stated for the respondents to indicate the 
extent they Agree or disagree to the statements provided using a five-point Likert scale which according to literature on previous studies 
forces choices and gives a more a reliable data. The scales were: SD “Strongly Disagree”, DL “Disagree to a lesser extent”, ND “Neither 
agree nor disagree”, AL “Agree to a lesser extent” and SA “Strongly agree”. This is in line with previous studies carried out on Knowledge 
sharing Attitude (Chedid et al., 2022; Javaid et al., 2020; Chandran and Alammari, 2021) The populations used for this study are 
construction practitioners particularly architects, builders, engineers and quantity surveyors (QS). According to Lawal and Adeyeye 
(2006), population is the total number of objects, units, or individuals used for the research which could be finite/limited or 
infinite/uncountable. There were a total 54,585 construction practitioners. Since the population size, N is known, and the type of data is 
categorical, Yamane (1967) provides a simplified formula to calculate the sample size with a 95% confidence level and precision level (e) 
of +/-5%.  

Therefore, the total sample size required is 174 as computed from the formula and the most appropriate sampling technique adopted 
for this study is the Stratified Random Sampling was adopted because it establishes population in strata and takes samples from each 
stratum at convenience. The relevant CPs were gotten across through email addresses and some via online (using google forms). The data 
collected from the field survey was analysed using descriptive and inferential analysis. The latter included testing hypotheses and 
development of model using SmartPLS version 3.0. Descriptive analysis was performed using SPSS while structural equation modelling 
(SEM) analysis was performed using SmartPLS 3. In other to determine the influence amongst the constructs, Structural Equation 
Modelling was used. SEM is a suitable technique for discovering directional relationship among Variables (Zhao et al. 2018). It’s a 
technique that model relationship among observed and latent constructs. There are two types of SEM that exists in the Literature: 
covariance-based structural equation modelling (CB-SEM) and partial least squares structural equation modelling (PLS-SEM). There is not 
much difference in the result obtained from the two approaches (Hair et al. 2014). 

This study deploys the use of PLS-SEM. According to (Henseler et al., 2009 and Hair et al., 2019), characteristics of data such as 
non-normal data, minimum sample size, scale of measurement, formative constructs, secondary data, theory testing, exploratory research 
and focus on prediction are amongst the most often stated reasons for using PLS-SEM. Small sample size, non-normal data and 
exploratory research informed the decision for choosing PLS-SEM over CB-SEM. According to Barclay et al. (1995), the minimum 
sample for a PLS model should be equal to the larger value of ten times the largest number of variables used to measure a latent construct; 
or ten times the largest number of paths directed at a latent construct in the structural model. This rule was also utilized by (Zhao et al., 
2018). In this study, he largest number of variables used to measure a construct was 5 and the largest number of paths directed at a latent 
construct was 4 in each model and thus, the minimum sample size for the former was 50 and for the latter is 40. The derived sample size 
for this study is 174 which is even larger than the sample size in all the instances.    
 
 
¢4.0 RESULTS  
 
4.1  Characteristics of Surveyed Respondents 
 
A total 174 was derived as the sample size, a total of 68 responses were obtained. Table 1 reveals that most of the respondents were 
quantity surveyors and they spent more than 2 years in the project organisation. Most responses are also coming from the middle 
management followed by senior management which helps ensure the reliability of responses obtained.  
 

Table 1 Characteristics of Surveyed Respondents 
 

S/N Variables Categories Frequency  Percent (%) 

1 Profession Architect 9 13.2 

  Quantity Surveyor 58 85.3 

  
Mechanical and Electrical 
Engineer  1 1.5 

2 Employment Client Organisation 25 36.8 

  Consultancy 31 45.6 

  Construction 12 17.6 
3 Position in the firm Partner  21 30.9 

  Executive 6 8.8 

  Senior Management  20 29.4 
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  Middle Management  21 30.9 
4 Type of project  Building  53 77.9 

  Roads  7 10.3 

  Bridges  4 5.9 

  Others  4 5.9 

5 
Time spent in the 
project organisation Less than 1 year 9 13.2 

  1-2 years  3 4.4 

  Over 2 years  56 82.4 
6 Service Provided  Consultancy 28 41.2 

  Construction 16 23.5 

  Project management  15 22.1 
    Others  9 13.2 

 
4.2  Assessment of the Influence of Determinants on KS Attitude using PLS-SEM 
 
4.2.1  The Model Specification 
 
The PLS-SEM was set up with reflective measurement models, and the structural model. The measurement model has six constructs which 
include perceiver with four (4) indicators, Target with four (4) indicators, Persistence with three (3) indicators, Intensity with three (3) 
indicators, Cognitive with five (5) indicators and Affective with five (5) indicators. In all, the original model was made up of Twenty-four 
(24) reflective indicators associated with the six constructs. Figure 2 captures the consequent model. 
 

 
 

Figure 2  Partial Least Square Structural Equation Model(s) with 24-Indicators 
 

Figure 2 above shows the outer loadings of the measurement models. Table 1 below shows that some number of the indicators or 
manifest variables loaded reliably on their assigned constructs while some do not. The square of the loading should ideally be equal to 0.70 
or higher for reflective models.  
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When conducting SEM, it is essential to assess the quality of the measurement model using variable loadings, AVE, discriminant 
validity, and composite reliability. These criteria ensure that the model accurately represents the relationships between latent constructs and 
their observed indicators and that the constructs are distinct from one another. Adequate measurement model assessment is crucial for 
drawing valid and reliable conclusions from SEM analyses (Hair et al.,2014). 
 

Table 2  Construct reliability and validity 
 

  
Cronbach's 

Alpha 
rho_A Composite 

Reliability 
Average Variance 
Extracted (AVE) 

Affective 0.3 0.745 0.385 0.428 
Cognitive 0.604 0.879 0.726 0.470 

Intensity 0.504 0.647 0.738 0.516 
Perceiver  0.67 0.979 0.756 0.511 

Persistence 0.515 0.078 0.048 0.355 

Target 0.666 0.823 0.786 0.487 
 
The measurement model assesses quality of the manifested variables. Model evaluation was done through the assessment of both 

measurement and structural models. The Cronbach’s alpha, composite reliability and Dijkstra-Henseler’srho_A are measures of internal 
consistency reliability, and all are expected to be 0.70 or higher, hence, they evaluate the measurement model. However, the Average 
Variance Extracted (AVE) is acceptable at 0.50. The scores of (AVE) show that convergence validity has been achieved. In order words, 
the indicators with which the latent variables are measured do converge on their associated constructs. 

According to Hair et al., (2014) asserts that measurement of reflective models is different from that of formative models. Reflective 
models are measured based on the individual loadings of each indicator which ranges from 0 to 1. The threshold for each indicator loading 
to ascertain its contribution to the model is 0.70. From Table 1, it shows that 14 of the indicators of the reflective models were far above 
the 0.70 threshold and 10 were below the threshold. Hence, there is need to drop the 10 indicators of the reflective models in order to 
strengthen the model as shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3  Partial Least Square Structural Equation Model(s) with 15-Indicators 
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Table 3  Construct reliability and validity (2) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From Table 3 above, it shows that all 14 of the indicators of the reflective models were far above the 0.70 threshold and hence, there is no 
need to drop any of the indicators of the reflective models 
 
4.3  Evaluation of the Structural Model 
 
The techniques associated with the evaluation of the structural model include assessing collinearity of predictor latent variables, 
assessment of path coefficient/significance for hypothesis testing, and assessment of the predictive power of the model.  
 
4.3.1  Collinearity of latent predictor variables  
 
Table 4 shows the variance inflation factor (VIF) for the structural construct’s variables. The variance inflation factor (VIF) scores are all 
below 5.0, which indicates that collinearity does not pose any problem in the structural model, as opined by Hair et al., (2014). 
 

Table 4  Collinearity of Latent Predictor Variables 
 

  Affective Cognitive Intensity Perceiver  Persistence Target 

Affective       
Cognitive      
Intensity 2.217 2.217     
Perceiver  1.290 1.290     
Persistence 1.222 1.222     
Target 2.240 2.240         

 

  
Cronbach's 

Alpha 
rho_A Composite 

Reliability 
Average Variance 
Extracted (AVE) 

Affective 0.212 0.765 0.485 0.527 
Cognitive 0.865 0.903 0.917 0.787 

Intensity 0.649 0.649 0.851 0.740 
Perceiver  0.975 1.097 0.987 0.974 

Persistence -0.103 0.097 0.033 0.524 
Target 0.68 0.826 0.853 0.746 
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4.4  Path Coefficients structural equation modelling 

 
 

Figure 4  Path Coefficient Structural Equation Modelling 
 
Table 5 below shows the path coefficient between the factors. Factors has a strong positive effect on one another for having values close to 
+1 as shown in the path algorithm and Table 5 below. 
 

Table 5  Path coefficients of determinants of KS attitude 

  Affective Cognitive 

Affective   
Cognitive   
Intensity 0.436 0.518 
Perceiver  0.192 0.036 

Persistence 0.419 0.103 
Target -0.158 0.205 

 

4.4.1  Coefficient of determination (R2) values 
 
The predictive power or accuracy of a partial least square structural equation model is measured by the coefficient of determination (R2). 
The values for the endogenous variables are far above 0.3 and were found significant. The R2 values are the values in the blue circles in the 
structural model in Figure 3. 
 
4.5  Assessing path Significance for Hypothesis Testing  
 
To further ascertain the significance of these relationships, bootstrapping was deployed on the Smart PLS software using an alpha 
protection level of 5% and 5,000 independent subsamples. The conservative no sign change option of the bootstrapping algorithm was 
used. The standardized confidence interval estimation method was chosen at 95% confidence level. Significant value = p<0.01.  
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Figure 4.3 shows the relationships effect of (Perceiver, Target on Cognitive), (Intensity, Persistence on Cognitive), (Perceiver, Target on 
Affective), and (Intensity, Persistence on Affective) respectively. The numbers on the arrows (0.256, 1.117), (1.693, 2.639), (0.963, 0.924), 
(2.839, 2.027) represent the path coefficients. The path coefficients, having standardized values from -1 to +1, represent the hypothesized 
relationships among the constructs. Path coefficients close to +1 represent strong positive relationships and estimated path coefficients 
close to -1 represent strong negative or mediating relationships (Hair et al., 2014).  
 

Table 6  Path coefficients and significance testing 
 

  

Original 
Sample (O) 

Sample Mean 
(M) 

Standard 
Deviation 
(STDEV) 

T Statistics 
(|O/STDEV|) P Values 

Intensity -> Affective 0.436 0.432 0.154 2.839 0.005 
Intensity -> Cognitive 0.518 0.511 0.196 2.639 0.009 

Perceiver -> Affective 0.192 0.184 0.113 1.693 0.091 
Perceiver -> Cognitive 0.036 0.052 0.140 0.256 0.798 

Persistence -> Affective 0.419 0.397 0.207 2.027 0.043 
Persistence -> Cognitive 0.103 0.100 0.111 0.924 0.356 

Target -> Affective -0.158 -0.160 0.164 0.963 0.336 
Target -> Cognitive 0.205 0.197 0.184 1.117 0.265 

 
 
¢5.0 DISCUSSION 
 
This paper through extensive literature review identified six determinants of KS attitude in construction projects: perceiver, target, 
intensity, persistence, cognitive and affective. The result of the PLS-SEM shows paths with strongest positive influence and therefore the 
strongest influence was found to be paths from measures of CPs’ motivation do have higher influences on KS attitude compared to paths of 
measures of CP’s perception and the strongest influence is between CPs intensity and their cognitive. This indicates that motivation 
(Intensity and Persistence) is what encourages construction practitioners to share knowledge rather than their perception (perceiver and 
target).  

Motivation refers to the processes that account for an individual’s intensity, direction, and persistence of effort toward attaining a goal 
(Robbins and Judge, 2013). In this definition, the three key elements that makes up motivation are intensity, direction and persistence. 
Intensity describes how hard a person tries and it is the element most of us focus on when we talk about motivation. However, it is unlikely 
that intensity alone will lead to favourable, (knowledge sharing) outcomes unless the effort is channelled in a direction that benefits the 
organisation. Knowledge sharing occurs only when members are motivated to share their knowledge. This finding is in line with the 
findings of (Chedid, et al., 2022) in their study titled Individual factors affecting attitude towards knowledge sharing, they found out that 
motivation was the factor that positively affects knowledge sharing attitude but it is in disagreement with the findings of Chandrann and 
Alammari (2021) because they found out that the relationship between people self-motivation and knowledge sharing attitude is 
insignificant. A major and important factor that affects knowledge sharing are individual factors, in which it has been ascertained and 
supported by the findings of (Jayaid, et al., 2020) where those factors played a vital role in enhancing the knowledge sharing attitude of 
construction practitioners.    

The research established 24 reflective indicators from the Structural Equation Model and the Measurement model validated Six Latent 
Variables (Perceiver, Target, Intensity, Persistence, Cognitive and Affective) that influences Knowledge sharing Attitude. The study made 
significant contributions to academia, practice, and policy within the context of the Nigerian construction industry, ultimately leading to 
improvements in project delivery and sectoral performance. 
 
¢6.0 CONCLUSION 
 
The study was aimed at assessing construction practitioners’ knowledge sharing attitude in construction projects in Nigeria. Knowledge 
sharing Attitude was explored, and the determinants of Attitude were identified from literature and assessed by construction practitioners 
based on their level of agreement the extent to which the factors describing the determinant of attitude are true of them. The determinants 
(Perception, Motivation and Attitude) were then classified in to (perception: perceiver and target; motivation: intensity and persistence; 
Attitude: cognitive and affective). A hypothetical and theoretical model for the research was developed and the hypotheses were confirmed 
using PLS-SEM. It was then confirmed that hypotheses 2, 5, 6 and 8 are supported or accepted while hypotheses 1, 3, 4 and 7 were not 
supported or are rejected. 

The study offers relationship between the constructs Perception and Motivation to Knowledge Sharing Attitude through the 
measurement model, as well as the significance of each determinant and their relationships through the structural model. The Measurement 
Model validated the constructs (Perceiver, Target, Intensity Persistence, Cognitive and Affective). The structural model showed empirical 
support for the interrelationships between the constructs and contributed to the knowledge of the influence/significance of the independent 
variables (Perceiver, Target, Intensity and Perception) on the dependent variable (Cognitive and Affective) and concludes that 
Construction Practitioners’ Perception do not affect their Knowledge Sharing Attitude, instead motivation does. 
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The academic contribution of this research is that it provides empirical insights into knowledge-sharing attitudes among construction 
practitioners in Nigeria which enriches the academic literature and advanced theoretical understanding of collaboration in construction 
projects. Additionally, by identified gap in current knowledge, it also guides future scholarly inquiries into knowledge sharing within the 
Nigerian construction industry. The study enables further studies to be directed at these determinants to be able to improve on knowledge 
sharing attitude. The practical contribution of this study is that the findings provide valuable insights for construction practitioners, project 
managers and policy makers in Nigeria by highlighting the current attitudes towards knowledge sharing within the industry. It is expected 
that the insights gained from this research will contribute to the development of effective knowledge sharing strategies, which, in turn, will 
lead to improved project outcomes, increased competitiveness, and sustainable growth in the Nigerian construction sector. Furthermore, 
the study may serve as a model for understanding knowledge sharing dynamics in construction industries in other developing economies 
facing similar challenges. 

The research informed the development of policies or guidelines by relevant governmental or industry bodies in Nigeria aimed at 
promoting knowledge sharing and collaboration within the construction sector. The Policymakers may use the findings to advocate for 
initiatives that incentivize or reward knowledge-sharing behaviours among construction practitioners, potentially leading to the adoption of 
industry-wide best practices The study also provides a basis for assessing the influence of determinants of attitude on knowledge sharing 
attitude of construction practitioners and recommends that CPs should be educated about their perception of KS. 

The study also recommends that construction Practitioners’ level of motivation should be increased because Motivation is what 
derives them to share Knowledge rather than perception. Practical recommendations derived from the research could be implemented by 
construction companies to foster a more collaborative and knowledge-sharing culture among practitioners, potentially leading to improved 
project outcomes, increased efficiency, and reduced errors. Since the study employed a cross-sectional research design, which limits 
implications on influence and relationships. It is therefore recommended that longitudinal studies be carried. The study did not cover all the 
Practitioners of the Construction Projects Organisation, it is also recommended to widen the coverage of the research to other construction 
Practitioners not covered by this research (such as Contractors), in order to compare and justify the recent findings. 

Lastly, since not all the determinant of KS Attitude were considered, further research could look into the ones not captured by this 
study (e.g. Emotions and Moods, Decision making). There were three components that made up of each of Perception, Motivation and 
Attitude, only two of each were considered, further study could consider the ones not considered by this study. 
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